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Abstract: The main purpose of this study is to undertake an academic assessment on the practice of prevailing decentralization in ensuring good governance at local government in Ethiopia. Despite different commitment to achieve good governance, the country’s governance suffers from a number of limitations in the last two decades. In this respect, the question revolves around to what extent the existing devolution of power ensuring good governance and democratization process. While a decentralized system of governance has formally been introduced in Ethiopia, this paper argues that local authorities still remain instruments of political control by the central government. This and other related factors contributed to lack of good governance that generate a wide public protest for the past many years. In so doing, it highlights the factors that continue the trend of central control of local government despite extensive formal decentralization and institutional arrangement. Practically the process of ensuring good governance under a decentralized political system is far from desirable that is undermined by existing political culture, lack of financial and human resources, existence of one dominant ruling political party, low implementation capacity and lack of adequate autonomy. Therefore, unless measures are taken lack of good governance would continue being the worst which will facilitate the existing public protest further.
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1. Introduction

Over the last two decades, democratic decentralization became a central pillar of development discourses and practices in Africa as well as in other developing countries. The idea of good governance was initially introduced into international policy debates in the late 1980s. However, the meaning and scope of good governance is diverse.

The good governance agenda has promoted a recent inversion on theory and practice from centralized to decentralized state building to sustain the process of modernization in the long run and to achieve development (Craig and Porter, 2006:521). It is a continuing process through which conflicting or diverse interests may be accommodated and cooperative actions may be taken. It includes formal institutions and regimes empowered to enforce compliance, as well as informal arrangements where people and institutions either have agreed to or perceive to be in their interest (Hyden,G 2000:123). In addition to this, it is about having a functional democracy and legal safeguard (Dobriansky 2003:23). Further, at local
level, it includes the existence of responsive and accountable leadership which fulfills the will of the people, independent judiciary and rule of law, freedom of speech and press.

On the other hand, the implicit objective of decentralization is to ensure good governance, service delivery and poverty alleviation which helps to improve sustainable development. Over all, decentralization and good governance are not new concept, and indeed, both terms have been driven as a policy tools in many developing countries for decades. In Ethiopia, where social diversity is striking, decentralization is aimed at giving political representation to different ethnic groups in order to help the state meet the needs and aspirations of a heterogeneous population (Jean-Paul 2014:23). However, in many cases, the relevant issues is not the formal existence of decentralized power structure but rather the extent to what decentralization and local autonomy has been made an effective policy or to what point decentralization develop a tool for democratization process and ensuring good governance at local government. This study is undertaken when extreme public protest is ongoing at this Woreda order of government that brought loss of lives and property. Therefore, this study focuses on practice of its implementation and challenges to ensure democratization process and good governance at local order of government in Ethiopia.

2. Problem

Ethiopia, since 1991, has embarked on a serious of decentralization process devolving considerable power, resource and responsibilities to the regional states and lower orders of governments in an attempt to ensuring good governance, democratization process and development. According to UNDP (2002:9), the motive behind decentralization in Ethiopia is to ensure good governance, even if, other several sources argue on that its motive is political by which it maintain one economic unit. Nevertheless, decentralization did not achieve enough in establishing locally responsive, transparent, accountable, efficient and participatory local government; which has the capability of addressing the problem that the country has been continuously humiliated by the lack of good governance (Tegegne and Kassahun, 2004:21).

On the other hand, the federal constitution of Ethiopia empowers regional states to use their constitutions to design systems of local government appropriate to their unique circumstances (Tegegne 2007:74). This is a critical necessity for regional states because their differences in ethnic composition and socioeconomic circumstances cannot be managed through a one-size-fits-all approach of local government structure. However, practice shows that the regional states play a diminished role in the establishment of local government units due to the fact that federal and regional governments alike are controlled by the ruling political party, EPRDF through its centralized decision-making system that results the establishment of local government to be pushed from the center and used for implementing federal policies. It is obvious that if there are strong institutions of political competition that promote
accountability to the local electorate, there will be a strong accountability of the local government to the local community which in turn helps to improve democratization process or good governance (Khemani, 2004a).

It is clear that in federal system, there must be a balance of shared rule and self-rule (Elazar, 1985:5). However, due to the dominant position of the federal government and its institutions by different methods, the states or local government autonomy may possibly eroded and ultimately fall under the auspices of the federal government and its institution. The constitutional grant of autonomy and power to the local government can either be reduced or the federal through its institution and power may make them non-existent or invisible to describe. Thus, complexity is inherent and persistent features of decentralization of power and accomplishments of local autonomy depend on the successful management of these complexities.

Without democratization at the local and regional states order of government, formal decentralization would produce decentralized despotism (ibid). The absence of competitive political parties at local level and the dominance of one ruling political party contributed for lack of local autonomy which in turn created/ing public protest, repeatedly at this area of study. Basically, one may be convince to suppose that each regional states found in Ethiopia has used its power effectively in adopting a sub-national constitution that delineates a system of local government suitable for managing the ethnic diversity of its people and ensuring efficient service delivery for local communities. While such a conclusion is not entirely unwarranted, it ignores the fact that the establishment of local government was driven by the central state and hence was not a regional response to regional challenges (Anthony, 2004:562). The EPRDF, federal ruling political party drove the agenda for establishing local government to manage ethnic diversity through regional and local structures and to increase the efficiency of service delivery. The dominance of the ruling party in council and cabinet membership reduces the political space for non-state actors to participate in economic and political issues affecting the locality. This has a negative implication for participatory governance and downward accountability of wereda governments (Meheret, 2004:23). It is evident that there are different categories of local government in Ethiopia, each of which exists for a specific purpose. The local government units exercise powers and functions that it seems that fit the purposes for which they are established. Depending on whether they are rural woreda or cities, the regular local government units take different forms and structures and should exercise appropriate powers and functions, at least theoretically. If there are strong institutions of political competition that promote accountability to the local electorate, there will be a strong accountability of the local government to the local community (Khemani, 2004:123).

As academic evidences and survey of the existing literatures reveal the studies conducted on the impact
of decentralization in facilitating good governance are still largely sketchy or not adequately conducted. Even, the existing studies on the subject matter are either too general or one dimensional. For instance, only fiscal aspect or the impact of decentralization on development is considered Tegegne 2007 :_. Coming to the study area, There was/is an extreme protest towards the ruling political party due to its failure to provide genuine and democratic federal system that helps to improve good governance and democratization process. This protest continued for the past two decades that brought loss of human lives and destruction of property. Thus, it requires an independent study such as of this to assess the source of extreme public protest that is enduring for the past many years at the selected study area. In one hand, decentralization of power to Woreda government is put into practice to ensure self-rule at local level and improve good governance. But practically, absence of good governance at this study Woreda is contributed/ing its own for the stated problem, on the other hand. Thus, efforts have been made to assess the nexus between decentralization of power and good governance with ongoing public protest.

Thus, with the existence of such concrete problem, it is difficult to conclude that decentralization is ensuring democratization process and good governance in the lower order of government in Ethiopia. So, by taking into consideration all the above point, this study firmly believe the need to conduct an assessment. Therefore, based on the above stated problem, the study provides the following research questions to be answered: To what extent the local leaders are accountable and responsible to their local community in the study area? Does the prevailing decentralization helps to ensure good governance at local government with particular reference to the study area? What mechanisms and institutional settings are established for effective decentralization at the study Woreda? To what extent the study Woreda community empowered through planning, decision-making, implementations and evaluations in their own local affairs? What are the opportunities and challenges of decentralization in ensuring good governance at the study Woreda?

3. Conceptual understanding of the linkages between good governance and decentralization of power

Beyond being multi-dimensional and elusive concepts, both decentralization and good governance encompasses their own linkage. From a good governance perspective, decentralization refers to the restructuring or reorganization of authority so that there is a system of co-responsibility between and among institutions of governance at both central and local government (Hyden 2000:123). Decentralization could also be expected to contribute to key elements of good governance, such as increasing people's opportunities for participation in economic, social and political decisions; assisting in developing people's capacities; and enhancing government responsiveness, transparency and accountability (Gregory 2003:96). On the other hand, decentralization is an integral part of the logic of democratization the power of a people to determine their own form of government, representation,
policies and services. In designing decentralization strategies, it is important to ensure that adequate processes of accountability, transparency and responsiveness by all societal actors.

Decentralization is the logical application of the core characteristics of good governance at the sub-national and local levels. These characteristics include accountability, transparency, rule of law and responsiveness. This statement infers that without decentralization, good governance seems to be unsuccessfully implemented (Andrew 2008:85). When effective decentralization and democratic local governance advance in tandem, local governments and the communities they govern gain the authority, resources, and skills to make responsive choices and to act effectively and accountable manner.

Yet theories from political science, anticipate that public good will emerge from restructuring government through decentralization—greater efficiency and fiscal responsibility, democratic accountability and opportunities for participation and better quality service that responded to local needs (Gregory 2003:96). In addition to this, other scholars argue that empirical result have not always been as robust as theory would predict, drawing in to questions theoretical linkages that lead from decentralization to good governance (Grindile, 2007:167). On the other hand, a democratic local government that is accountable to the people and that enhances public participation in governance is a sine qua non for effective decentralization (Meheret, 2002, 131)

The UNDP also shortly summarize the bone of contention among scholars in the following way:

‘... Although experience suggests that decentralization in itself is no guarantee of good governance, many believe that decentralizing governance, from the center to regions, districts, local governments/authorities and local communities is more conducive to good governance. If this is the case, decentralizing governance could be an effective means of achieving critical objectives of the sustainable human development vision ’ (UNDP, 1997:4).

However, merely decentralizing the public sector is nothing to be effective, if there is no support to capacitate the local government through involving public, private and civil sectors. It also underlines that decentralization is a means to ensure good governance by bringing responsibilities and capacities to the lower level of government (Litvack, 2008:412). Accordingly, the term decentralized governance is the systematic and harmonious interrelationship resulting from the balancing of power and responsibilities between central governments and other levels of government and non-governmental actors, and the capacity of local bodies to carry out their decentralized responsibilities using participatory mechanisms.

The mere fact of opting for decentralization shall not by itself ensure that the population effectively participates in its development which is the ultimate goal of a good policy of decentralization and good governance (Kauzya, 2001:20). Advocators of decentralization argue that, it guarantees greater competition to local government positions that will produce more responsive government, higher quality service provision and greater accountability of local officials for the activities they carry out. Because of decentralization local voters (citizens) have more information on how local governments perform their
duties and responsibilities than national or regional government, competitive elections give them rewards or punish those now directly responsible to administration and public service (Grindile, 2007: 145).

Many also hearten by decentralization in that, as voters have more choices, they will increasingly be able to align their preferences with parties responsive to their interests. As a result by fear of their loose or to winning elections they turn their face and inclined to consult to the demand of local preferences (Meheret, 2004:215). There by, as the voters became to more aware that their vote matter, they will increase their participation to create influence in policy making, programmatic preference and assessment of performance incumbents. The outcome of all these things create more concern to citizens and make better governance (ibid: 63-64). There are some scholars who summarize this optimistic view and the consequence of greater electoral pluralism in the context of decentralization (Debeb 2012:125). Decentralization is definitely positive for local governments. There is more computation among parties” (ibid). Good governance is a condition when government reacts to the needs and wishes of society on one hand, and decentralisation give substance to this concept, for example by bringing the responsibility for the provision of public services closer to their consumers on the other. A government must take responsibility and be accountable. The administrative apparatus must be accountable to the elected representatives who, in turn, are accountable to the electorate. In the context of decentralisation, this means that the central government enables local authorities to fulfil this obligation. A government should be efficient, effective and predictable. The public must know where they stand.

The proponents of democratic decentralization argue that merely transfer of decision-making power and resources to local level government does not guarantee for effective or actual definition of decentralization, instead, it should include the accountabilities of local authorities to their electorates and create opportunities of public participation in the local political process (Paulos, 2007:151). The proponents of democratic decentralization argue that merely transfer of decision-making power and resources to local level government does not guarantee for effective or actual definition of decentralization, instead, it should include the accountabilities of local authorities to their electorates and create opportunities of public participation in the local political process (Paulos, 2007:153).

If there are strong institutions of political competition that promote accountability to the local electorate, there will be a strong accountability of the local government to the local community (Khemani, 2004a). Ethiopia’s level of achieving good governance has been one of the lowest even by African’s context. In light of serious problems of good governance in Ethiopia, this article tries to assess the fault lines that have hindered the emergence of system of good governance in the country with particular reference to the study area.

In Ethiopia, when new governments come into power they all come with great enthusiasm and new
policies, strategies and programs to bring about rapid change and lift the country out of deep rooted underdevelopment through ensuring democratization process at Woreda order of government. However, practically on top of poor planning and inefficient flow, human and financial resources have always been inadequate and at insufficient levels which has undesirable implications for the capacity of local governments to perform their assigned functions.

The weaknesses of the local government to implement is always said to be evident, to the extent that they are not even aware of their powers. During the transitional period, local government is established as the basic unit of regular local administration within ethnically organized regional states and nationality zones. The 1995 regional constitutions created at regional level what some scholars call ‘a unitary structure’ within which Woreda, were merely deconcentrated units of the regional states and nationality zones, not autonomous local government units (Debeb 2012:174). This was maintained for several years even after the promulgation of the federal Constitution. Cities remained as sub-units of Woreda administrations, not autonomous units in their own right (Asfaw 2001; 79).

The second phase of decentralization sought to give local government degree of autonomy and was initiated at federal level when the Ethiopian government launched the District Level Decentralization Programme (DLDP). At this stage, the bureaucrat position was empowering local government to become imperative in democratization process and encouraging local self-rule (Hyden 2000: 63). There were other, arguments for this second phase of decentralization. The first, as mentioned, was to empower ethnic-based local units and discourage the demand for secession by ethnic entrepreneurs. The second has to do with the internal power struggle in the EPRDF, more specifically within the TPLF, the most influential member of the EPRDF coalition.

3.1. Community Participation: Concept and its role

Existing literature shows that community participation is increasingly used through development agenda. It is a main parameter to measure decentralization of power, good governance and democratization process in a given state. It ranges from simple information sharing to empowerment (Lockwood 2009: 431)

Due to community participation, the people can understand the local context and define their own priority needs. In addition to this, it enables the people to make effective plans and programs to meet their needs that help to develop a sense of ownership of socio-politico as well as economic resources and authority. Unless all community members become participant through the day to day socio-economic and political affairs of decision-making activities, the community development process or good governance could not be effective (Miranda, 2007:215). Thus, participation of the community is a pivotal reflection to
show good governance and democratization process. It is expressed through taking part in decision-making.

Apart from this, community can participate in development activities through financial contribution, problem identification, decision-making, implementing and evaluation of developmental program (John-Mary 2001; 223).

Theoretically, community participation is reflected through different institutional associations/organizations like Female Development Association, Youth Development Association, and Elders Development Association, One-to-Five Association, and Member of Kebele Education Board at this study area. However, this does not reflect the existence of active and inclusive participation. It is not based on legitimacy than coercion that comes from government side. Majority of the people in the study Woreda are not committed to participate since communities are not trusted on the ruling government. This institutional association are mere symbolic. Besides, members of those associations should be members of the ruling party (this is the main criteria to become an association’s member) that results the community to become voiceless and inactive to actively participate in decision-making, planning, implementing and evaluation process. It is impossible to think that good governance would exist in the absence of community participation. It seems a saying of I know well for you than yourself. Different obstacles still exist like backward community attitude, lack of political commitment from leaders, lack of finance and absence of commitment from experts. Academically speaking, there is no inclusive and active community participation at this study area because of majority of the community lost trust on the government and curtailed with party members as criteria.

The communities at this Woreda level are not fully participating in the development of their own locality. They are not fully informed of what the Woreda administration is planning or doing rather in some places they watch all the development endeavors. Administrators often notify the communities the plans developed in offices without consulting them during the planning process. They call upon the people to ask them to contribute in terms of labor, local materials or cash to implement the Woreda plan. Due to this situation, even if the government calls meetings they are not ready to participate in discussions (Debeb 2012: 345). In addition, sometimes people might not attend the meetings because of the biased idea that the government will not consider their opinions. They prefer to keep quiet particularly for issues related to politics and governance. Some of the reasons for not participating fully could be the non-responsiveness of the representatives for most pressing issues like construction of feeder roads, digging water wells, construction of schools and closer to their villages etc.

3.2 Government Accountability: A look at its practice

Promoting accountability is an important part of good governance and it advances the public interest. This may include faithful compliance/adherence to legal requirements and administrative policies, existence of sanction, performance standards and disclosure laws and codes of conduct for professional
associations (Young 1998:56). According to this view, accountability is responsibility for performance or the process of holding someone answerable for performance (Thomas 1998:351). It calls on the actors (a government, ministry, project managers or stakeholders) to bear responsibility for their actions. It is the opposite of arbitrariness and demand openness and the assumption of responsibility towards the community. In Ethiopia, one of the most important challenges at the local government is creating ways to engage the public in shaping their future and accountability of local leaders.

The accountability of local authorities to their citizens is a fundamental tenet of good governance. Similar, there should be no place for corruption in cities. Corruption can undermine local government credibility and can deepen urban poverty. Transparency and accountability are essential to stakeholder understanding of local government and to who is benefiting from decisions and actions (Meheret, 2004:123). Access to information is fundamental to this understanding and to good governance. Laws and public policies should be applied in a transparent and predictable manner. Elected and appointed officials and other civil servant leaders need to set an example of high standards of professional and personal integrity. Citizen Participation is a key element in promoting transparency and accountability (UNCHS 2014; ----).

Another strong criticism is that there is no transparency at local level, as there is always political interference from higher levels. Most of the time, policies and strategies are directly implemented without considering the cultures and societal values or socio-cultural as well as geographical situation which often undermines already agreed projects for the community. Regarding the first issue, favoritism, patronage and corruption, a general criticism is that there is no equal distribution of services and funds to all areas.

There is also a great problem on responsiveness and accountability of executive offices (cabinets) to Woreda council (legislative branch). The Woreda cabinets practically dominate or overriding the council activities. Since all cabinets are members of Woreda council, they potentially affect the whole activities of the council. While the Woreda council wants to hold meeting, the cabinet consent is needed because the whole cabinet members are members of the council. The cabinets have no positive attitude for the Woreda council and its office. For them (cabinets), the council has no that much significance; due to this reason, the office has no enough personnel and financial allocation. More than all, councils would not hold its meeting without the consent of Woreda cabinets.

4. The Practice of Good Governance at local government in Ethiopia: Experience from this study

As has been suggested at various stage throughout this paper, despite power and resources devolved and institutions established, tremendous challenges still facing this area of study to ensure good governance and genuine federal system in practice. Existing experience identifies that, there is a lack of community participation through socio-politico as well as economic affairs (Debeb2012:586). This section attempts to sort out the major challenges that have prevented the realization of good governance in Ethiopia during
the reign of EPRDF in the last two decades with particular reference to the study area. The most
important challenge that has been witnessed in the last two decades is particularly related to the gap
between the formal commitment and the practical democratic transformation in the country (Tegegn
2007:122). Though there have been a number of political reforms made in terms of improving the
democratic transition of the country, there is a gap in transformation to good governance and genuine
democratization process.

There is a great barrier on community problem identification and its effectiveness for resolution
(Mehret 2002:123). The problem is that, for the most part, poor implementation of citizen-driven
initiatives across the whole administration office and experts. It is widely acknowledged that decision-
making has made centrally and that policies, strategies or programs directly delivered on departmental
lines that result often fail to respond the needs, priorities and expectations of the Woreda’ communities.
This by itself result lack of accountability of public servants to the community rather they are practically
accountable to the upper officials.

The study reveals that, there is high non-equitable treatment among Woreda communities. Even if, the
woreda civil service reform is good by its legal provision, there is no practically implementation in its
human resource development. The policy reform comes to crack while implementing. When the reform
tried to implement, there is a high extent of corruption in the sense of favoritism to fill the civil servant
vacant position.

There is also weak civil society organization in the study Woreda. The only NGO in the study woreda
that involved actively is save the children Ethiopia. There are also other civil society organizations, but,
they are very weak. They do not have a clear practical mission and there is a great problem on their
personnel assign in the office place. This also shows that, there is a problem on Woreda administration on
attracting, coordinating or regulating this weak civil society through different means. Scholars argue that
the local government lack to establish strong, viable, and assertive, independent and politically active
civil society organizations (Kassahun and Tegegn 2004:25). Weak leadership capabilities of the Woreda
administration to mobilize attract development partners and other civil society is evident.

With respect to leadership skill and attitudinal change in relation to the change witnessed in working
habit, developing better working behavior, community respecting, and developing workable plan and
strategies, there is a great problem in the study Woreda. Woreda leaders reflect sense of dictatorship
behavior, non-cooperative behavior and trying to monopolize every decision-making process is at
momentum.

There is also a problem on responsiveness and accountability of executive offices (cabinets) to Woreda
council (legislative branch). The Woreda cabinets practically dominate or overriding the council activities.
Since all cabinets are members of Woreda council, they potentially affect the whole activities of the
council (Young J 1998:321). Every council meeting is held, while the cabinets have consent. The cabinets have no positive attitude for the Woreda council and its office. For them(cabinets), the council has no significance government branch; due to this reason, the office have no enough personnel, financial allocation, councils does not held its meeting without the consent of Woreda cabinets.

There is also a problem on responsiveness and accountability of executive offices (cabinets) to Woreda council (legislative branch). The Woreda cabinets practically dominate or overriding the council activities. Since all cabinets are members of Woreda council, they potentially affect the whole activities of the council (Young J 1998:321). Every council meeting is held, while the cabinets have consent. The cabinets have no positive attitude for the Woreda council and its office. For them(cabinets), the council has no significance government branch; due to this reason, the office have no enough personnel, financial allocation, councils does not held its meeting without the consent of Woreda cabinets.

This study tries to take instance in which lack of good governance is mostly visible that is decentralized urban land management. Thus, readers are required to know that decentralized urban land management is part of good governance. Land management and land delivery process is generally decentralized from the federal government to the respective regional state and from the regional state to the local government or city administration. However, land delivery process is centralized in a single office which cannot reach very high number of demanders on the right time. To overcome these problems, norms of good governance have to be incorporated in urban land management.

In addition to the absence of system of accountability and transparency in executive organs, they remain to be ineffective and the civil service is not free from political influence. It is true that regime manipulate the civil service to advance its own political agenda rather than committing the civil service to professional integrity and quality of service. Nowadays, it has become an open secret that civil servants are recruited in light of their political loyalty rather than their competence. In the last few years, the trend of compromising quality for loyalty has been in the increase in the various government departments especially at lower levels that led to the degeneration of the competence of the civil service. The other important institution essential to ensure rule of law is existence of independent and strong judicial organ. In light of this, the FDRE constitution provides for the independence of the judiciary. Despite this, there are problems of political interference, inefficiency and corruption. Former judges and members of the legal community indicated that there have been instances of delicate political cases being assigned to perceived pro-government benches and political interference in civil and criminal trials. In addition to this, the limited budget allocated to the judiciary and lower incentives to the judges has also resulted in high turnout of judges that further weakened the judiciary.
5. Conclusion

The concept of good governance has gained significant attention in developing countries and Ethiopia is no exception. It is widely recognized that as a precondition/prerequisite for sustainable development particularly for developing countries like Ethiopia.

As noted somewhere the major objective of this study is to assess the source of extreme public protest that is enduring for the past many years at the selected study area. In one hand, decentralization of power to Woreda government is put in to practice to ensure self-rule at local level and improve good governance. But practically, absence of good governance at this study Woreda is contributed/ing its own for the stated problem, on the other hand. Thus, efforts have been made to assess the nexus between decentralization of power and good governance with ongoing public protest.

As the finding of the study shows, despite its encouraging result in its positive achievement, currently, devolved power and resources has shown a governance process that has curtailed with many problems. Thus, the problem is not to devolve decentralized policy and program rather the way to create or establish effective institutional arrangements that improve good governance.

The basic foundation for ensuring a system of good governance is existence of effective separation of power and checks and balances between the organs of state. When there is effective system of checks and balances in the system, authorities shall be scrutinized and their activities shall be transparent. In light of such core principle, the absence of effective check and balances in Ethiopia is the other formidable challenge to improve good governance.

As mentioned earlier, in Ambo Woreda, there is no transparency or open discussion on issues affecting the communities. It is stated that there are no information flows between different communities due to fear and suspicion. As it is also indicated somewhere, the communities are not participating in identification of problems, prioritizing and planning. Lack of transparency therefore, prohibits the people from demanding their rights and working on activities that they are accountable for. This blocks the society from making the representatives responsible for their deeds and actions as well. This also has a negative implication on monitoring and evaluation of the society’s resources which might give way for corruption and misappropriation of scarce resources. Thus, problems is distinguished in the study Woreda that blocked fertile ground in relation to accountability, efficiency and effectiveness, public participation through problem and demand identification and free and fair access to information.

The finding indicates a need for more focused and planned approaches for the success of the decentralization of power and resource. Institutionalizing the local government and the lowest tiers has not yet been achieved. While no inconsistency was observed in models used to transfer resources and authority, shortages and lack of dynamic capability of local implementers to properly utilize the power and resources transferred is evident. Perception and participation of stakeholders is an area that needs a
paradigm shift. Achievements on the ground have not yet justified the efforts made or the program goals. Besides, introduction of appropriate planning, enhancing the capability of local bodies to match the ever changing local and global conditions, rethinking on certain policy and program changes and meaningful participation of stakeholders, efficient use of available resources, etc. were among issues identified for consideration. Therefore, there should be more and deeper inquiry related to the transparency, and responsiveness of local government actions and decisions.

Finally, it should be noted that arriving at good governance at any level of government is unattainable unless there is interaction between all stakeholders to successfully implement the development agenda of any area be it government, Civil Society Organizations or the private sector projects or programs.

6. Possible solutions for distinguished impeding problems

Based on the finding of the study, the following recommendations are provided as positive solutions to create effective decentralized institutional setting that helps the current decentralization of power in ensuring good governance which in turn helps to at least minimize the existing public protest.

1. Good governance or other development agendas could not be realized without the active participation of the Woreda community. If a segment of society is out of participation, good governance still could not be realized. More effort needs to be geared towards designing and implementing governance programs on inclusive participatory approach. Inclusion in the political decision-making process should be addressed in a number of ways; this could include citizen participation in local affairs.

2. To realize active and effective community participation through the Woreda, the need to greater effort and joint actions on to enhance community awareness about governance and development. Woreda administrators, experts, professionals or stakeholders should create open dialogue, mutual respect, trust, joint actions and mobilizing the community.

3. The Woreda administration should hear the community demand, voice or priorities. Identifying the communities’ priority should be the outcome of a participatory consultative approach with local communities.

4. It needs by itself to create a lot of public meeting to discuss over the day to day affairs of the communities and it should be effective in its implementation.

5. The policies and strategies which come from higher government level should be put into effect by considering the Woreda socio-cultural context. We may call it woredazation. It enables to identify the priorities of communities and raise public confident on the government. Thus this people-centered approach result downward accountabilities and peoples will have a sense of ownership in their local affairs.
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